Featuring Pastor Bryce Johnson who talks about his community’s bread oven; Rabbi Alan Shavit-Lonstein, who describes Jewish traditions involving Challah (used for Shabbat) and Matzah; Sister Mary Francis, VHM, who bakes bread; and Cathy Rajtar who describes the traditional Polish Christmas Eve tradition of sharing Oplatek.

Featuring artists whose work is displayed at Carondelet Village. Artist interviews include fine art tile maker Sheryl Tuorila; painter Fredrick Somers; woodturner Bob Clague; and master weaver Wilbur Quespe Huaman, (Agatha Grossman, CSJ, interpreter) with Melanie Ebertz owner of Art Andes.

Featuring immigrants Shegitu Kebede of Ethiopia, Thupten Dadak of Tibet, and Vina (Sokhavudkh) Oeum of Phnom Penh, Cambodia, who talk about feeling their native countries. While their stories can be difficult to hear, their lessons of forgiveness, compassion and hope are inspiring.

Featuring pet therapy teams Dave Kettering and his Samoyed dog, Sasha, and Becky Martini and her Lhasa Apso, Zoey; Lisa Gidlow Moriarty talks about labyrinths as a prayer form; Ginger Hedstrom explains the Christian history of clowning; and an examination of Christian and Muslim daily prayer with Sister Jeron Osterfeld, OSB, the Sisters of St. Benedict and Makram El-Amin.
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